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We investigated electronic-structure changes of tensile-strained ultrathin LNO films from 
10 to 1 unit cells (UC) using angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES). We found 
that there is a critical thickness tc between 4 and 3 UC below which Ni eg electrons are 
confined in two-dimensional space. Furthermore, the Fermi surfaces (FSs) of LNO films 
below tc consist of two orthogonal pairs of one-dimensional (1D) straight parallel lines. Such 
a feature is not accidental as observed in constant-energy surfaces at all binding energies, 
which is not explained by first-principle calculations or the dynamical mean-field theory. The 
ARPES spectra also show anomalous spectral behaviors, such as no quasiparticle peak at 
Fermi momentum but fast band dispersion comparable to bare-band one, which is typical in a 
1D system. As its possible origin, we propose 1D FS nesting, which also accounts for FS 
superstructures observed in ARPES.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Dimensionality and strain control is at the heart of ultrathin-film engineering [1-8]. As the 
film thickness t approaches one unit cell (UC), quantum confinement restricts electronic 
motion within a two-dimensional (2D) plane [5-7]. In a strongly correlated transition-metal 
oxide (TMO), such 2D confinement is crucial in determining its electronic properties due to 
the balance between electronic kinetic motion and correlation [9]. Thus, the dimensionality 
can be used as a key parameter to control various physical properties of TMOs. Additionally, 
because quantum correlation becomes strong in lower dimension, it can drive a TMO film to 
reach a novel quantum phase [10,11]. In recent decades, a lot of studies have been devoted 
along this direction to search for new interesting phenomena [3,5-8]. However, fundamental 
understandings on the phenomena appearing at ultrathin TMO films remain challenging [5-7]. 
This is due, in part, to the difficulty in preparing high-quality ultrathin films and measuring 
their electronic structures in situ by state-of-the-art spectroscopy techniques, such as angle-
resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES).  
Among numerous TMOs, LaNiO3 (LNO) has recently attracted much interest, partly due to 
its potential electronic analogue to high-Tc cuprate superconductors under the conditions of 
tensile strain and reduced dimensionality [12-14]. Although superconductivity in nickelates 
has not yet been realized and theoretical controversy has been provoked [15,16], other 
interesting results have been reported upon reducing its dimensionality. Among them, 
observation of a metal-insulator transition (MIT) [17-19] and a spin/charge ordering [20-22] 
below a critical thickness tc have drawn much attention. These phenomena were proposed to 
originate from novel electronic phases attained by changing the dimensionality. Direct 
observations of their electronic structures followed, but the results are controversial. Using 
soft X-ray photoemission spectroscopy, Sakai et al. [23] observed “gradual” localization of 
Ni 3d electrons in “compressively strained” ultrathin LNO films on a LaAlO3 substrate. In 
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contrast, King et al. [24] by ARPES using He I & II radiation, reported “abrupt” destruction 
of Fermi-liquid-like quasiparticles on a similar LNO film, which was attributed to a 
fluctuating spin order enhanced by quantum confinement.  
Here, we investigate the electronic structures of “tensile-strained” ultrathin LNO films 
using in situ ARPES utilizing synchrotron radiation. By reducing the LNO film thickness 
consecutively from 10 to 1 UC, we found “abrupt” changes of the electronic structures at a 
critical thickness tc, consistent with earlier resistivity measurements [20,21]. However, the 
Fermi-surface (FS) topology is quite different from that of high-Tc cuprate superconductors, 
and the ARPES spectra unexpectedly show finite spectral weight at the Fermi level (EF) even 
in the insulating phase. Furthermore, below tc between 3 and 4 UC, eg electrons behave as if 
they are not only confined in a 2D plane but also moving along a one-dimensional (1D) line. 
Such a 1D characteristic cannot be easily derived from an eg-orbital manifold. We suggest 
that this bizarre behavior could be explained by 1D FS nesting. Thus, ultrathin LNO films 
provide an intriguing platform to investigate anomalous properties in strongly correlated 
TMO films. 
 
II. METHODS 
High-quality epitaxial LaNiO3/LaAlO3/Nb:SrTiO3 films were fabricated using pulsed laser 
deposition (PLD). We used a KrF excimer laser (λ = 248 nm) with a repetition rate of 2 Hz to 
ablate sintered stoichiometric targets. The laser energy density was 1∼1.5 J cm−2 at the target 
position. Before PLD, atomically flat 0.5 wt %-Nb-doped SrTiO3 (STO) substrates were 
prepared using buffered-HF etching and heating processes. The STO substrates were 
conducting due to Nb doping, which prevented charging problems during the ARPES 
measurements. Additionally, to avoid possible intermixing between La and Sr, we deposited a 
15-UC-thick LaAlO3 buffer layer. Finally, we deposited 1 UC to 10 UC of LaNiO3 (LNO) 
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films by monitoring the film thickness with in situ reflection high-energy electron diffraction. 
To prevent quality variation among films, we deposited all of the films between 1 and 10 UC 
at once by selectively choosing the deposited area using a mechanical shutter, called by 
“staircase structure”. We confirmed that a 30-UC-thick LNO film grown on STO under the 
same deposition conditions was fully and homogeneously strained (tensile misfit strain of 
+1.7 %) using synchrotron-based X-ray diffraction at the 9C Beamline of Pohang Light 
Source. Therefore, all of the ultrathin LNO films used in this study should have been fully 
strained under tensile misfit strain. 
All measurements were performed at an end-station equipped with ARPES and PLD at the 
Beamline 7.0.1 of the Advanced Light Source. After deposition, the thin films were 
transferred without breaking a vacuum to an analysis chamber with a base pressure of 5 × 
10−11 Torr. The sample temperature was kept at 90 K, except for the cases specified. The 
total-energy resolution was about 30 meV at hν = 150 eV. ARPES measurements were carried 
out in the ΓXM and the ZRA symmetry planes at hν = 157 and 120 eV, respectively, which 
were determined by varying the photon energy at normal emission.  
 
III. Results and Discussion 
A. Abrupt electronic-structure change by dimensionality control  
We investigated how the electronic structure of a tensile-strained LNO film evolves with 
thicknesses ranging from 10 to 1 UC by ARPES. Because we are dealing with ultrathin films, 
it may be plausible to use surface Brillouin zone notation. However, our 10 UC LNO film 
exhibits a three-dimensional (3D) electronic structure with electron and hole pockets located 
at the Γ and A points, respectively [25]. These are consistent with band-calculation results for 
bulk LNO [26] and the results from an earlier soft x-ray ARPES study [27] on a much thicker 
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(about 50 UC) film. Thus, for convenience, we use the notation for a bulk tetragonal structure.  
Figure 1 shows the thickness-dependent electronic structures of LNO films measured by 
ARPES. As the thickness decreased down to 4 UC, we can see some gradual changes, but 
their spectral features remain essentially the same. Note that ARPES measures only the 
topmost several layers due to short photoelectron escape depth. Additionally, the thickness of 
a thin-film thickness may not be so uniform over the measured area. This may explain the 
“gradual” localization in the experimental ARPES spectra in Ref. 23, in which the 
photoelectron escape depth was somewhat larger than those of other ARPES measurements 
[24], including ours.  
However, another 1 UC reduction from 4 UC results in dramatic electronic-structure 
changes as follows. (1) FSs in the ΓXM and the ZRA planes become nearly identical as shown 
in Figs. 1(d)-(f). (2) The band dispersions along the ΓXM and the ZRA lines are also nearly 
the same [Figs. 1(j)-(l)]. (3) Strongly renormalized quasiparticle peaks along the ΓXM and the 
ZRA lines in thick films disappear. Instead, a faint but fast band appears. (4) The size of the 
electron pocket at the Γ point becomes smaller but does not vanish. Momentum distribution 
curve (MDC) plots in Supplemental Material (SM) Fig. S2 show more clearly that these 
abrupt electronic-structure changes take place at tc between 4 and 3 UC [28].  
The observations (1) and (2) imply that the kz dependence in the electronic structure 
disappears, indicating that that the 3D electronic structures in the thick (t > tc) films become 
2D-like ones at t < tc. The critical thickness value is consistent with our resistance 
measurements (SM Fig. S4) that show a MIT at tc. Thus, we conclude that there is an abrupt 
electronic phase transition at tc. Our critical-thickness value is 1 UC larger than that reported 
in previous ARPES study [24]. However, the overall features of the spectral changes are 
similar. The difference may originate from a reduced strain in our study. Note that our results 
are consistent with other resistivity measurements using SrTiO3 substrates [20,21].  
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B. Electronic analogue to high-Tc cuprates?  
Even though bulk LNO is a simple paramagnetic metal at all temperatures [29], it has 
attracted much attention because of its potential to be an electronic analogue to high-Tc 
cuprate superconductors via strain and dimensionality control [12-14]. Now, our LNO films 
below tc will be a good test bed for this theoretical proposal, because it is under 1.7% tensile 
strain and well-confined in 2D. According to the observation (4) in the previous section, the 
electron pocket at the Γ point does not vanish even at 1 UC though its volume gradually 
decreases. Thus, we can conclude that the high-Tc cuprate-like electronic structure in ultrathin 
LNO films is difficult to achieve at least under these conditions. We can think of hole doping 
for this end to push away the electron pocket, but it will be a more difficult task because a 
formally Ni4+ or O1− ion is chemically unfavorable.  
The original proposal is based on the effective two-band Hubbard model solved by the 
dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) [13,14]. The single-band physics as in cuprates [30] 
could be achieved by large crystal-field splitting and quantum confinement. However, if the 
O 2p degrees of freedom are explicitly taken into account, then the orbital polarization is not 
so considerable as in the two-band model and the FS topology does not change [15]. Such 
behavior was examined by thorough comparison of both models, and attributed to the Hund’s 
coupling between two d electrons that plays an important role when about one electron is 
transferred from the O 2p orbitals [16]. Our ARPES results strongly suggest that the charge-
transfer energy in LNO is so small or negative that the O 2p degrees of freedom cannot be 
integrated out.  
 
C. Anomalous electronic structure below tc 
As shown in Figs. 1(d)-(f), FSs in LNO films below tc are comprised of pairs of parallel 
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straight lines along the kx- and ky-axes. These parallel lines in the kx-ky plane are the signature 
of quasi-1D nature in the electronic structure [31,32]. Additionally, the essentially identical 
band dispersions along the XΓX and the MXM lines for t < tc [Fig. 2(a)] provide further 
compelling evidence for the quasi-1D nature. In contrast, Fig. 2(b) shows different band 
dispersions along the same symmetry lines for the 10 UC film. The band calculations using 
the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) for the 1 UC LNO, show that the band along 
the XΓX line has a strong 3z2-r2 character, whereas the band along the MXM line a heavily 
mixed orbital character of 3z2-r2 and x2-y2, as shown in Fig. 2(e). Thus, the dispersion along 
the MXM line for t > tc should be much faster than that along the XΓX line, as shown in Fig. 
2(b). Despite different orbital characters, the nearly same band dispersions in Fig. 2(a) 
suggest that there should be some underlying mechanism for such unexpected behavior. 
To determine whether or not the band dispersions are truly 1D-like over the entire energy-
momentum space, constant-energy-surface (CES) maps for the 2 UC film are depicted in Fig. 
2(c) (ΓXM plane) and 2(d) (ZRA plane) down to −0.4 eV in increments of −0.1 eV. If the 
quasi-1D-like fermiology is accidental, then the CES maps at deeper binding energies should 
show a dispersive 2D shape in the kx-ky plane. Quite surprisingly, the pair of two parallel 
straight lines is well preserved at all binding energies, with only broadening and a slight 
reduction in the distance between them. These results strongly suggest that the abrupt change 
in the electronic structure at tc is related not only to 2D quantum confinement but also to the 
quasi-1D behavior.  
Figure 2(e) shows CES maps calculated using the GGA for a 1 UC LNO. In contrast to the 
measurements, the 2D nature of the electronic structure is quite evident. To determine 
whether or not the quasi-1D behavior can be explained by local correlation effects, we 
performed dynamical mean-field theory calculations combined with the GGA (GGA+DMFT). 
As depicted in Fig. 2(f), the fermiology is somewhat similar to the ARPES results except a 
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slight gap between the electron and the hole pockets along the ΓM line. However, the CES 
map at −0.1 eV deviates significantly from the 1D nature. CES maps from the GGA+DMFT 
calculations at higher binding energies are similar to those shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). 
However, these features arise from incoherent excitations, because the minimum of the 
quasiparticle dispersion is located at about −0.2 eV (SM Fig. S5). Thus, the 1D-like behavior 
cannot be explained within the DMFT picture.  
 
D. Anomalous single-hole dynamics 
Along with the anomalous behavior in the fermiology and the band dispersions below tc, 
we also observed peculiar spectral features in ARPES. Figure 3 compares ARPES spectra 
along the XM lines for 10 and 2 UC. In contrast to the 10 UC film, in which a strongly 
renormalized band crosses the EF [Fig. 3(a)] and quasiparticle peaks are well-defined [Fig. 
3(b)], the band in the 2 UC film exhibits a diffuse feature despite its much faster dispersion 
[Fig. 3(c)]. Moreover, the ARPES spectral weight at EF is strongly suppressed below tc [Fig. 
3(d)], as clearly shown by comparing EF-symmetrized spectra at the Fermi momenta for 
various thicknesses [Fig. 3(e)]. Such behavior could be understood by 1D-like fermiology 
because there is no Fermi-liquid quasiparticle in a 1D system [33,34]. 
We also compare the ARPES band dispersions with the GGA (black solid lines) and the 
GGA+DMFT (red open circles) calculations in Figs. 3(a) and 3(c) for the 10 and 2 UC films, 
respectively. For the 10 UC film, the GGA+DMFT calculations well describes the dispersion, 
thus Fermi-liquid behavior is expected in this case. On the other hand, for the 2 UC film, the 
dispersion is surprisingly well fit by the GGA calculations, i.e. the bare band dispersion, 
which is opposite to our naive expectation that a quantum correlation should play an 
important role in low-dimensional systems. Note that this behavior is also reminiscent of the 
single-hole dynamics in cuprate oxides, which differs considerably depending on its 
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dimensionality [35]. In 2D cuprate Sr2CuCl2O2, for example, ARPES spectra show a very 
narrow band [36]. However, in a 1D cuprate SrCuO2, in which spin and charge degrees of 
freedom are well separated, the “holon”-branch dispersion is as fast as that of the bare band 
[35,37].  
 
E. Fermi-surface nesting and possible one-dimensional spin order 
Figure 4(a) shows a FS map for the 2 UC LNO film. In our previous study [25], we could 
observe FS superstructures for compressive and tensile-strained 10 UC LNO films, which 
were attributed to charge disproportionation and additional SDW fluctuations in three 
dimension. A FS superstructure can also be observed in the 2 UC film, similar to but much 
stronger than that in the tensile-strained 10 UC film. In the bulk-like 10 UC film, the 
superstructure may originate from FS nesting with a Q = (1/4,1/4,1/4) modulation. However, 
below tc, the nesting vector should be modified to Q = (1/4,1/4,0) or (1/4,0,0) due to the 
lower dimensionality. According to recent calculations by Lee et al. [38], as the LNO film 
thickness decreases, the spin susceptibility along the (100) direction becomes larger than that 
along the (110) direction. Thus, we can expect 1D nesting, i.e. Q = (1/4,0,0). Here, we will 
neglect the possible checkerboard-type charge ordering present in other bulk nickelates 
[39,40], because it is not relevant to the 1D electronic structure. In addition, note that since 
we did not observe any significant signature corresponding to surface reconstruction in the 
electron diffraction patterns, we may exclude the possibility that surface reconstruction is the 
origin of the FS superstructure (SM Fig. S1).    
If the nesting is strong enough to completely remove the spectral weight at EF, then the 
film will have a FS only along one direction. (Note that there will be a twin FS along the 
perpendicular direction because we can expect that a 90-degree-rotated domain will populate 
equally.) However, the existence of the FS superstructure implies that the gap does not fully 
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open. In Fig. 4(b), we depicted schematic diagrams of the FS and its superstructure due to 1D 
nesting with Q = (1/4,0,0). The left diagram demonstrates that there is FS nesting along the kx 
direction, transferring some spectral weight at EF (represented by thick dashed lines) to the 
FS superstructure (represented by thin dashed lines), while the 1D FS along the ky direction 
remains unchanged (represented by solid lines). In the middle diagram, the twin FS and its 
superstructure are shown as noted above. As a result, the FS map will be given as in the right 
diagram, in good agreement with the experimental FS map shown in Fig. 4(a).  
In Fig. 4(c), a possible spin ordering due to the 1D FS nesting is schematically depicted. 
The nesting vector Q = (1/4,0,0) will stabilize a SDW state in which the spins are 
antiferromagnetically aligned along the x-axis with an “up-up-down-down” spin pattern, 
while it has a ferromagnetic order along the y-axis [38]. If we remove an electron from this 
state via an ARPES process, the resulting single hole will have different dynamics depending 
on its direction of motion. Hole hopping along the x-axis costs considerable energy to break 
the spin-ordering pattern. Thus, the spectral weight around the EF should be transferred to a 
higher binding energy. On the other hand, when the hole hops along the y-axis, its motion is 
rather free, making a fast band similar to that from the GGA calculations. As a result, the hole 
motion becomes quasi-1D. But, as is well known, Fermi-liquid quasiparticles do not exist in 
quasi-1D systems [41-43], thus the spectral weight near the EF is strongly suppressed and the 
bands are quite diffuse. Note that according to the picture in Fig. 4(c), no spin excitation 
occurs when the hole moves along the y-axis. Therefore, there should be no well-separated 
“spinon” branch, which is consistent with our ARPES spectra shown in Fig. 3(c). Similar 
behavior was also observed in a recent ARPES study of a quasi-1D Mo blue bronze, where 
spinon and holon branches are smeared into an unexpectedly broad single band [43]. In short, 
the single ansatz of 1D FS nesting, which leads to 1D SDW formation, the anomalous 
spectral features, i.e. the 1D-like fast band dispersion and the spectral-weight suppression 
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near the EF below tc can be described. To confirm this picture, structural studies, such as spin-
polarized scanning tunneling microscopy [44] and resonant soft X-ray scattering [22], are 
immediately suggested. 
 
F. Metal-insulator transition associated with dimensional crossover 
Although our ARPES spectra show that a Luttinger-FS persists down to the 1 UC film, 
numerous studies have reported the insulating properties of such ultrathin LNO films and 
superlattices [17-24]. To explain the insulating ground state, several mechanisms have been 
proposed, such as charge disproportionation [20] and Mott transition due to band narrowing 
by quantum confinement [21]. Our ex situ transport measurements also showed an insulating 
temperature dependence below tc (SM Fig. S4). However, we can rule out these two 
possibilities because they should have a full gap. Another possibility is that the insulating 
behavior originates from the generation of a large percolating cluster of insulating channels in 
ultrathin films [8]. In situ local probe measurements, such as conducting-atomic force 
microscopy and scanning tunneling microscopy, could be the most effective method to 
investigate the percolating phenomena. However, such measurements remain challenging 
with oxide heterostructures. Instead, we observed nearly temperature independent ARPES 
data of the 3-UC-thick LNO film (SM Fig. S3). If there are significant percolating channels, 
we might be able to observe a temperature-dependent change in the photoemission spectra 
due to phase separation [45]. This result suggest, therefore, that percolating channels might 
be not the origin of the insulating behavior in our ultrathin films.  
Disorder effects, such as Anderson localization, play an important role in low-dimensional 
systems, especially with regard to their transport properties. It is well known that any slight 
disorder in low dimensions can cause insulating behavior [46,47]. This is consistent with 
earlier transport studies that emphasize the role of Anderson localization for insulating states 
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[17,18]. However, the localization cannot clearly explain the electronic-structure changes 
shown in this work; the quasi-1D nature of the electronic structure due to 1D FS nesting 
remains the dominant factor governing the single-hole dynamics.  
 
IV. CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, we directly investigated the change in the electronic structure of ultrathin 
LNO films by dimensionality control, combining an in situ APRES system with state-of-the-
art film fabrication. We found anomalous electronic-structure changes in ultrathin films 
below tc. The GGA+DMFT calculations show that consideration of the local correlation 
cannot account for such changes. As a possible origin, we propose the 1D FS nesting to 
explain the FS superstructure as well as the anomalous electronic structure. Further 
experimental and theoretical works are necessary to clarify its origin.  
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Fig. 1. (a)-(f) Fermi surfaces (FSs) in the ΓXM (upper panel) and the ZRA (lower panel) 
planes of tensile-strained LaNiO3 (LNO) films from 10 to 1 unit cells (UC) obtained by 
angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES). As the thickness changes from 4 to 3 
UC, we can see an abrupt fermiology change, i.e. the FSs in the both symmetry planes 
become nearly identical and consist of two parallel straight lines along the kx- and the ky-axes. 
(g)-(l) ARPES images along the ΓXM (upper panel) and the ZRA (lower panel) lines. To show 
the changes in band dispersions by thickness control more clearly, the relative intensity 
maxima in momentum or energy distribution curves (MDCs or EDCs), are plotted with 
empty circles and triangles, respectively, in (g) and (k). As the thickness is reduced from 4 to 
3 UC, the band dispersions change dramatically from those of the 10 UC film. Additionally, 
they become nearly identical along the ΓXM and the ZRA lines. Thus, a critical thickness tc 
between 4 and 3 UC is identified, at which the electronic structures of LNO films under 
tensile strain qualitatively show a different nature. 
 
Fig. 2. (a) MDC stack plots of the band dispersions for 2 UC along the XΓX (upper panel) and 
the MXM (lower panel) lines. The blue circles indicate the peak positions in the MDCs. (b) 
Same as in a but for 10 UC. The dashed lines are guidelines for the comparison of the band 
dispersions along the XΓX and the MXM lines. In 2 UC, they are almost identical, while quite 
different in 10 UC. Constant-energy-surface (CES) maps for 2 UC (c) in the ΓXM and (d) in 
the ZRA planes at a binding energy ranging from 0 to 0.4 eV. All CES maps show pairs of 
parallel straight lines along the kx- and the ky-axes, irrespective of binding energy. These 
results strongly suggest the quasi-one-dimensional (1D) nature of the electronic structures in 
LNO films below tc. CES maps for 1 UC (e) from the generalized gradient approximation 
(GGA) and (f) from the dynamical mean-field theory combined with the GGA 
(GGA+DMFT). The eg-orbital contributions are shown by rainbow image scales in (e). The 
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CES maps from the GGA calculations show a clear two-dimensional (2D) nature. The 
fermiology from the GGA+DMFT calculations looks similar to that from the ARPES data; 
however, slight increase in the binding energy reveals two-dimensional features. The similar 
cross shapes of CESs at higher binding energies (≥ 0.2 eV) originate from incoherent 
excitations.  
 
Fig. 3. (a) Band dispersion and (b) EDC stack plot along the MXM line for 10 UC. The band 
structure and a quasiparticle peak at EF are well-defined. (c),(d) Same as in (a),(b) but for 2 
UC. (e) Symmetrized EDC plots with respect to the Fermi level. Below tc, the band 
dispersion is much faster but more diffuse than that above tc. No well-defined quasiparticle 
peak is observed, and the ARPES spectral weight at the Fermi momentum is strongly 
suppressed. The black solid lines and the red empty circles represent the dispersion from the 
GGA and the GGA+DMFT calculations, respectively. For the 10 UC film, the dispersion is 
well described by the GGA+DMFT calculations with strong electron renormalization. In 
contrast, for the 2 UC film, it is well fit by the GGA calculations. 
 
Fig. 4. (a) FS map for 3 UC with a nesting vector Q ∼ (1/4,0,0) which shows a corresponding 
FS superstructure. The map was symmetrized with respect to the mirror planes and plotted 
using a log scale. Note that a 90-degree-rotated domain would equally populate in the film. 
(b) Schematic diagrams of a 1D FS and its superstructure. Because the FS is not fully gapped, 
it is represented by thick dashed lines and its superstructure by thin ones. If we consider 
equivalent domains, then the final FS and its superstructure will correspond to the rightmost 
one. (c) Schematic 1D spin-ordering model with Q = (1/4,0,0) to explain the diffuse but fast 
1D band dispersion. In this diagram, a hole produced in an ARPES process is free to hop 
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along the y-axis, but it costs significant energy to move along the x-axis due to spin-order 
breaking. 
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Figure 1 H. K. Yoo et al. 
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Figure 2 H. K. Yoo et al. 
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Figure 3 H. K. Yoo et al. 
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Figure 4 H. K. Yoo et al. 
 
